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Abstract
Research in computational lexical semantic change, due to the inherent nature of language change, has been no

toriously difficult to evaluate. This led to the creation of many new exciting models that cannot be easily compared.
In this system paper, we describe our submissions at RuShiftEval 2021 – one of the few recently shared tasks that
enable researchers, through a standard evaluation set and control conditions, to systematically compare models and
gain insights from previous work. We show that despite top results in similar tasks on other languages, Temporal
Referencing does not seem to perform as well on Russian.
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Аннотация
Исследования семантических сдвигов методами компьютерной лингвистики трудно оценивать, посколь

ку языку свойственно меняться на всех уровнях. Как следствие, создаются множество интересных моделей,
но их сравнение предстает нетривиальной задачей. Эта статья описывает систему представленную нами на
RuShiftEval 2021, одну из немногих недавних дорожек (shared task), которые позволяют исследователям,
благодаря унифицированной системе оценки и единым данным ”золотого стандарта систематически срав
нивать модели семантических сдвигов и расширять понимание разработанных методов. Мы показываем,
что, несмотря на высокие результаты, полученные при решении аналогичных задачах на других языках,
метод Temporal Referencing продемонстрировал низкую эффективность на русском языке.

Ключевые слова: семантический сдвиг, русский язык, диахронические векторные семантические мо
дели

1 Introduction

The computational study of lexical semantic change (LSC) presents many challenges [4]. Evaluation is
one of many hurdles this flourishing field faces (for overviews, we refer to [31, 6, 33]). Until recently,
the majority of prior works evaluated their models on limited, adhoc test sets specifically created for the
purpose of evaluating that very model—making thorough comparison between models nighimpossible.1
The evaluation hurdle was somewhat alleviated in the last decade with works such as [5, 29, 26, 34, 25]

who applied different methods for introducing synthetic change. This allows for a largerscale evaluation
of models on the data they are trained on (or finetuned with), thereby bypassing the need to rely on
historical dictionaries compiled with different methodologies and on different data [4]. In 2020, the
SemEval2020 Task 1 on Unsupervised Detection of Lexical Semantic Change [28] laid the groundwork
for the first comparative study of computational models of lexical semantic change in English, Swedish,
German, and Latin, based on the DURel framework [27]. Followup tasks followed with DIACRita [23]
on Italian, and this shared task, RuShiftEval, on Russian [21]. In this paper, we describe the hyperpara
meter search and submissions of our team, SBXHY, at RuShiftEval 2021.

1This observation is particularly obvious in Table 3 of [31].
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2 Task description

The task requires teams to rank a list of 99 target words by their degree of predicted semantic change.
Every team can submit up to 10 predictions. Following previous tasks, the predictions are evaluated
against the ground truth using the Spearman correlation ρ, and each team’s best prediction is kept for the
final ranking.
As mentioned in the introduction, this task follows the same principles as the two tasks that precede it,

allowing for the comparison ofmodels across languages. This task also has the advantage of using annota
tions created using the theoreticallymotivated DURel annotation framework [27] which was the basis
of the SemEval2020 Task 1 on Unsupervised Detection of Lexical Semantic Change [28]—reinforcing
comparison potential.
Compared to the previous tasks, RuShiftEval presents three advantages. First, instead of asking par

ticipants to estimate semantic change between two periods, RuShiftEval benefits from ground truth an
notations for three periods: preSoviet, Soviet, postSoviet. This is beneficial in two ways: it triples the
number of predictions, as we move from “before → after” to “preSoviet → Soviet” AND “Soviet →
postSoviet” AND “preSoviet → postSoviet”, but also presents a perhaps more realistic view of se
mantic change. Theoretically, such a task setup should also benefit “dynamic” models that share data
across time bins, as alignment procedures have been shown to be extremely noisy [8, 34].
Second, RuShiftEval is based on the RNC corpus,2 which was also the basis of RuSemShift [24], a

largescale manuallyannotated test set for LSC in Russian. While RuSemShift only provides annotation
scores for two distinct time periods (“preSoviet→ Soviet” and “Soviet→ postSoviet”) and not for the
longerterm change (“preSoviet→ postSoviet”), this task is the first to provide training data for the task
of LSC detection, at least for two periods.
Finally, RuShiftEval presents time slices that are based on historical periods reflecting deep changes

in Russian society.3 Previous work in (lexical) semantics, such as [1], do point out the relevance of
realworld changes on semantic change: the changing reality of our conception of the world sometimes
requires the shift of existing concepts. RuShiftEval, by splitting the corpus in three subsets corresponding
to strong schisms in Russian society (“preSoviet”, “Soviet”, “postSoviet”), provide, just like previous
work (eg [16], who split their corpus according to socialist milestones), a more ecological view of se
mantic change.4

3 System overview

As described in previous work [28, 18], we consider an LSC system as a combination of:
• a semantic representation,
• a temporal alignment procedure,
• a change measure.

Semantic representations are, quite straightforwardly, representations of the word(s) at hand: vectors,
clusters, etc. Temporal alignment procedures serve, if needed, to make representation comparable across
time slices. Finally, the change measure allows to compare representations extracted from different time
slices.
Until very recently, most work computationally tackling lexical semantic change made use of type

embeddings.5 Recent work employed token embeddings from largescale language models, either pre
trained or trained from scratch on the data at hand [17, 22, 3, 20, 15, 11, to cite but a few]. Despite
these models performing extremely well on a variety of NLP downstream tasks, they give relatively poor

2https://ruscorpora.ru/new/corpora-intro.html
3We do not make the assumption that only the people of Russia speak Russian, and that therefore the RNC is representative

of all Russian languages. Nonetheless, the corpus is carefully crafted and, in the remainder of this paper, we use ‘Russian’ as
‘the Russian language as described in the corpus.‘

4The SemEval 2020 Task on ULSCD did make use of large shifts in society for one of its languages (Latin), by splitting the
corpora into “preChristian” and “Christian” eras.

5We make the difference between “type” and “token” embeddings. Type embeddings are often referred to as “static” em
beddings, a term that can lead to confusion in LSC as some models encode temporal information and are thus called “dynamic.”
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results in previous LSC shared tasks [2, 28, 23]. Following this observation, our team decided to employ
type embeddings as they currently are better understood [9, 35].
More specifically, we use in this task Temporal Referencing [34, ‘TR’], as it is shown to perform very

well on the task on LSC: it is shown to be much less noisy than the thenstateoftheart SGNS+OP6
combination on both a synthetic and reallife task on English data by its authors. TR uses a relabeling
trick and manages to achieve the same goal as dynamic models (i.e.: avoiding alignment) while using
static embeddings. As best put by Tahmasebi et al [32], TR consists in “training embeddings on a corpus
as a whole, while relabeling target words during training with their time information, following work
such as [12], [13], and [35]. A word w in a sentence c1, c2, w, c3, c4 from time t would be relabeled
as c1, c2, wt, c3, c4 only when w is a target word. This results in individual timedependent embeddings
for each target word but avoids alignment since they are all situated in the same space. The context
embeddings are average embeddings across the whole corpus and thus suffer from bias towards time
periods with more data.” In the case of the RuShiftEval task, with similar data sizes between time bins,
the data discrepancy often seen in diachronic corpora is not problematic.
The two main advantages of TR compared to, among others, SGNS+OP, is first its implicit alignment:

given the fact that the entirety of the data is used for training but only target words are assigned a temporal
label, there is no need for noisecreating alignment between time periods. Second, given the fact that TR
uses the entirety of the data, there simply is ‘more data’ to build vectors, which often results in better
vectors. At SemEval 2020 Task 1, team Jiaxin & Jinan [37] implement TR and rank 3rd and 2nd on
subtasks 1 and 2 respectively, teamDCC [36] rank 6th on the first subtask, and teamRandom [14] show, in
the postevaluation phase, excellent results with TR. Finally, given the fact that TR has been successfully
used on Russian data in another context [19], namely a textbased sociological study of modernisation
politics in Russia, this particular model seemed like an excellent choice.
As with most previous work, we use the cosine distance between two vectors as a measure for se

mantic change. Embeddings were trained on a lemmatised version of the corpus. We deviated from the
task organisers in the choice of tool for the lemmatisation, which in our case was carried out through
pymystem37 (a Python wrapper for Yandex’ MyStem8), while the organisers’ version of the corpus on
which baselines models were trained was processed with UDPipe [30]. In the next section, we describe
the choice of hyperparameters.

4 LSC as a supervised task: hyperparameter tuning

As mentioned in Section 2, RuShiftEval 2021 is the first task on LSC to provide highquality training
data. As a result, hyperparameter tuning – the problem of choosing the best possible hyperparameters
for a machine learning algorithm – becomes possible. Using the available gold labels from RuSemShift
[24], we train a variety of TR models and follow [18] in paying particular attention to dimensionality.
The hyperparameters considered are the following:

• frequency threshold ∈ [50, 70],
• window size ∈ [2, 5, 7],
• vector dimensionality ∈ [50, 75, 100, 200, 300],
• iterations ∈ [5, 10, 25].
We trainmodels for all combinations of these hyperparameters, as well as, given interesting preliminary

results with lowdimensional vectors and large window sizes, two additional models:
• frequency threshold 50, window size 11, dimensionality 22, iterations 5
• frequency threshold 50, window size 11, dimensionality 50, iterations 5.

5 Results

We finished last at the end of the competition: unfortunately, we misread the instructions and ranked our
prediction in the opposite order of what was required, leading to a negative correlation of −0.369. After

6Skipgram with negative sampling [7, 10] as a model, and Orthogonal Procrustes as an alignment method.
7https://github.com/nlpub/pymystem3
8https://yandex.ru/dev/mystem/
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recalculation by the organisers, our team was officially ranked 11th.
Further analysing our models in the postevaluation phase, we see that our approach, despite benefiting

from a hyperparameter search based on RuSemShift, yields averaged results on three subtasks ranging
from 0.028 to 0.379, and beating the organiser’s baseline with some difficulty. We present our fifteen
best results, during the postevaluation phase, in Table 1.9 Obviously, evaluating the advantage of a
hyperparameter search is complicated, as the aim of such an entreprise is to find the ideal combination of
different hyperparameters – there is thus no “ground truth” to compare against. We thus look at models
trained with oftused hyperparameters, as well as the overall performance of all our models. Models
trained with the usual default settings for SGNS for English (window size of 5, dimensionality of 300, 5
iterations) score 0.236 and 0.23 respectively for the frequency thresholds of 50 and 70 – well below the
top scores, while Figure 1 shows a relatively wide variation of scores, with roughly 50% of all models
being outperformed by at least 0.086 point. Both observations indicate that a hyperparameter search on
training data is useful for this sort of task.

Table 1: Best 15 hyperparameter configurations during the postevaluation phase. Average score is Spear
man’s ρ correlation with the ground truth for all three subtasks.

Freq.
threshold

Window
size

Dimensionality Iterations ρ

70 5 50 5 0.379
70 5 75 5 0.374
70 7 50 5 0.369
50 11 22 5 0.368
50 7 75 5 0.365
70 7 75 5 0.365
50 5 50 5 0.364
50 7 50 5 0.364
70 5 50 25 0.364
70 7 50 10 0.363
50 7 50 25 0.362
70 7 50 25 0.360
70 7 100 5 0.356
50 7 100 5 0.355
70 7 75 10 0.351

6 Conclusions

Our shared task system investigated the usefulness of a simple hyperparameter search on Russian, in a
controlled setting. Despite the assumption based on several previous works that the particular method
we utilise, Temporal Referencing, should produce good performance, our submissions – both during
the evaluation and the postevaluation phases – seem to indicate otherwise. Indeed, our system beats
the baseline with some difficulty, and, even with postevaluation scores, is vastly outperformed by other
teams. Nonetheless, it does not mean that themethod is unfit for such a task: it yields comparable absolute
performance on Russian as it did on English at the SemEval 2020 Task 1 as per team Jiaxin & Jinan [37],
where TR performed well and other teams – including variations of the highperformance system in this
task – performed poorly.
While pure conjecture at this point,10 it seems that this task setup might have been particularly diffi

cult for type embeddings systems: indeed, other teams with similar setups (TR, SGNS) do not perform
very well either. Whether the presence of tuning data better benefits token embeddings rather than type
embeddings should also be investigated. We leave for future work a thorough analysis of the annotated
data, of the semantic shift measure used in the dataset (“COMPARE” vs graph clustering), as well as an
investigation of the effect of the lemmatiser on the quality of the embeddings.

9The predictions based on the models making up the top two results were not submitted to the competition website, as
unfortunately the models did not finish training on time.

10This will need to be investigated in future work, once all system description papers are available.
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Figure 1: Distribution of scores
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